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                                                                                                Visit Fiery Communities 

for in-depth articles and discussions                                                                                            
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                                ENGRAVELAB

                                Optimize engraving design and production workflowEngraveLab software provides professional, engraving-specific design and production tools for shops of all sizes. Uniquely developed features simplify and streamline complicated high-value production requirements such as Braille signage, photo to laser conversion, and 3D engraving. EngraveLab supports virtually all laser as well as rotary engraving devices available on the market.
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                            ENGRAVELAB PACKAGES

                            EngraveLab comes in a variety of configurations to meet your needs.                        
                    
	
                        
                            MODULES, DRIVERS, TECH SUPPORT

                            Expand the functionality of EngraveLab with Add -on Modules                        
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                                                                EngraveLab Version 10 Pro
                                                                
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                                                                                    
                                                                IDEAL FOR:
Users who want to run their entire engraving shop from one ultimate production engraving solution.


                                                            

                                                                                                                

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                Additional Information:
                                                                USD $1,895.00
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                                                                Versatility at its best with complete design and production tools for laser as well as spindle-based engravers.

EngraveLab Pro enables engraving shops to address the widest variety of production workflow requirements all in a single software package. The true professional’s choice for engraving software, EngraveLab Pro includes all of the features found in the other EngraveLab packages in addition to high end design and production features, including interactive 3D preview with STL file import, 3D carve tool pathing, true shape nesting, and industry-standard braille signage creation.

                                                                Read more...
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                                                                EngraveLab Version 10 Expert
                                                                
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                                                                                    
                                                                IDEAL FOR:
Users looking for a complete rotary engraving solution. Includes all of the features required for complete text composition, design, layout, and production. EngraveLab also offers in-depth braille support.


                                                            

                                                                                                                

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                Additional Information:
                                                                USD $1,095.00
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                                                                Includes support for the latest as well as most widely used legacy spindle-based engravers. EngraveLab Expert is feature packed with text composition, design and automated production tools that provide engraving shops the ability to produce a wide variety of products efficiently and easily.

Extensive third-party file format support as well seamless interface with other design applications simplify working with customer supplied artwork with little to no pre-production issues. EngraveLab Expert also includes complete Braille layout and design tools featuring the latest braille translation libraries.

                                                                Read more...
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                                                                EngraveLab Version 10 Laser
                                                                
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                                                                                    
                                                                IDEAL FOR:
A stand-alone, easy to use solution for producing trophies and awards, signage, parts marking, and 3D engraving.


                                                            

                                                                                                                

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                Additional Information:
                                                                USD $795.00
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                                                                    Subscriptions starting at $39.95/mth
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                                                                Runs virtually all laser engravers available today including support for Ruida™ as well as Leetro™ (in the Laser “L” Edition) controller-based machines. EngraveLab Laser is a stand-alone design and production software package that eliminates the need for use of third-party design applications in most production workflow environments.

Using the complete selection of design, layout and production features including STL file import with interactive 3D preview, as well as support for raster engraving and vector cutting. Users can rely on EngraveLab Laser for all projects start to finish.

                                                                Read more...
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                                                                EngraveLab Version 10 Laser Ruida™ Edition
                                                                
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                                                                                    
                                                                IDEAL FOR:
Shops using laser engravers equipped with a Ruida™-based motion control systems looking to process files directly to the engraver with a complete design and production software package.


                                                            

                                                                                                                

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                Additional Information:
                                                                USD $795.00
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                                                                EngraveLab v10 Laser Ruida™ Edition bypasses the need to use any intermediary or third-party software applications and drives laser engravers using Ruida™ motion control systems DIRECTLY*. Far more efficient than using a limited functionality engraver driver, EngraveLab, provides complete design, file preparation and production tools for laser engravers all in a single software application. There is no need to learn and use other design applications not built specifically for the engraving workflow.

EngraveLab includes dozens of features that engravers rely upon on a daily basis including; highly detailed, amazing quality photo engraving in only a few steps, high-value 3D engraving features, as well as a host of time/material saving production tools such as advanced shape nesting, Badge-making and serialization (variable data), barcode production support and much more! 2

*currently supports the following Ruida™ motion controllers (Ruida™ RDC6334G-B Ruida™ RDLC644X, please call CADlink or your dealer for additional information)

                                                                Read more...
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                                                                EngraveLab Version 10 Laser L Edition
                                                                
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                                                                                    
                                                                IDEAL FOR:
Users who want to get the very best results from their Leetro™ controllers and automation devices


                                                            

                                                                                                                

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                Additional Information:
                                                                USD $795.00
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                                                                Drive your Leetro motion-control based engraver directly with EngraveLab Laser! EngraveLab Laser is a stand-alone design and production software package that eliminates the need for use of third-party design applications in most production workflow environments.

Using the complete selection of design, layout and production features including STL file import with interactive 3D preview, as well as support for raster engraving and vector cutting. Users can rely on EngraveLab Laser for all projects start to finish.

Note- EngraveLab Laser and Laser “L” edition both include an identical feature set with “L” Edition uniquely designed for laser engravers using Leetro™controllers.

                                                                Read more...
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                                                                EngraveLab Version 10 PhotoLaser Plus
                                                                
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                                                                                    
                                                                IDEAL FOR:
CorelDraw™ users, or those looking to create photorealistic laser engravings. Process photographic images in PhotoLaser Plus and ensure the highest quality laser engraving output.


                                                            

                                                                                                                

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                Additional Information:
                                                                USD $495.00
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                                                                Specifically designed for amazingly detailed photo conversion laser output to a wide variety of materials, PhotoLaser Plus is ideal for shops already using third-party design applications but looking for professional-grade, consistently produced photo-realistic output.

Seamless file transfer with Corel™ enables users to quickly and easily convert images to grey-scale in order to make them laser-ready. PhotoLaser Plus also includes basic text entry and design tools as well as a host of engraving-specific production tools such as variable data (badges) support.
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                                                                EngraveLab Version 10 DesignPro
                                                                
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                                                                                    
                                                                IDEAL FOR:
Production shops looking for the powerful design tools of EngraveLab without breaking the bank for device drivers, or those looking to expand their design workstation lineup.


                                                            

                                                                                                                

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                Additional Information:
                                                                USD $595.00
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                                                                An ideal, inexpensive solution for engraving shops that require additional design and pre-production workstations in order to prepare files for output. EngraveLab DesignPro includes all of the same features as EngraveLab Pro but without having device drivers included.

A perfect companion product to all other EngraveLab packages for shops that would like to free-up production workstations and increase workflow efficiency.
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                                                                        FluidMask                                                                    
                                                                
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                                                                                    
                                                                Quickly and easily remove unwanted backgrounds from images while still working directly within your EngraveLab software package.


Only available for specific packages. Please contact CADlink or your dealer prior to ordering & have your dongle number ready
                                                            

                                                                                                                

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                Additional Information:
                                                                USD $195.00
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                                                                Enhance your CADlink software functionality by adding industry leading masking software with this special FluidMask module. In conjunction with Vertus Tech Incorporated, CADlink integrates FluidMask directly into our applications when this module is purchased. This modules provides the ability to quickly and easily remove unwanted backgrounds from images while still working directly within your exsisting CADlink software package.
	Seamless file transfer between the CADlink family of software products and FluidMask.
	Eliminates unwanted image backgrounds quickly and easily.
	Easy to use, “paint by numbers” style interface.
	Intuitive edge-finding technology.
	Preview image prior to completion.
	Super-fine selection tools that provide accurate masking around even the most detailed parts of an image.
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                                                                        EngraveLab Version 10 Training – Engravers Choice                                                                    
                                                                
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                                                                                    
                                                                Get up to speed on all things EngraveLab, with an expert overview and in-depth breakdown by industry expert Joe Braga.                                                             

                                                                                                                

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                Additional Information:
                                                                USD $250.00
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                                                                Offered on behalf of Engravers Choice, this in-depth training program features tips, tricks, and advice that everyone from beginners to production experts can benefit from. Created by industry expert Joe Braga, this DVD series is a valuable asset to any EngraveLab user.                                                            
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                                                                        Annual Tech Support                                                                    
                                                                
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                                                                                    
                                                                 PLEASE NOTE BEFORE PURCHASE: ONLY Digital Factory v10 and v11, SignLab v10, EngraveLab v10, and FilmMaker v10 are supported. Support contracts for any previous software versions cannot be purchased. 





For more detailed support information, please visit our  Tech Assist Page                                                            

                                                                                                                

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                Additional Information:
                                                                USD $395.00
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                                                                Offers annual technical support contract.

All tech support tickets are generated on a call back basis, and will be answered 9am-5pm EDT, or 9am-5pm GMT.

Tech support is only offered in English.
PLEASE NOTE BEFORE PURCHASE: ONLY Digital Factory v10 and v11, SignLab v10, EngraveLab v10, and FilmMaker v10 are supported. Support contracts for any previous software versions cannot be purchased.
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                                                                        Single Incident Tech Support                                                                    
                                                                
                                                            
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                                                                                    
                                                                 PLEASE NOTE BEFORE PURCHASE: ONLY Digital Factory v10 and v11, SignLab v10, EngraveLab v10, and FilmMaker v10 are supported. Support contracts for any previous software versions cannot be purchased. 





For more detailed support information, please visit our  Tech Assist Page                                                            
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                                                                USD $75.00
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                                                                Offers single incident technical support, valid for one tech support case. On-going technical support will require additional single incident purchases or annual tech support contracts.

All tech support tickets are generated on a call back basis, and will be answered 9am-5pm EDT, or 9am-5pm GMT.

Tech support is only offered in English.

 PLEASE NOTE BEFORE PURCHASE: ONLY Digital Factory v10 and v11, SignLab v10, EngraveLab v10, and FilmMaker v10 are supported. Support contracts for any previous software versions cannot be purchased. 
                                                            

                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                                                                    


                        

                                        

            

        

                    
                
            

                

    
    
        
            EngraveLab Success Stories
            
                                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        From decorative and informative signs, to custom awards and more, EngraveLab is used in a wide variety of applications. With customers around the world, EngraveLab offers a fully comprehensive suite of tools for the modern engraver and designer. More case studies coming soon!
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